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Abstract 
We introduce analogues of the lattice of non-crossing set partitions for the classical reflection 
groups of types B and D. The type B analogues (first considered by Montenegro in a different 
guise) turn out to be as well-behaved as the original non-crossing set partitions, and the type D 
analogues almost as well-behaved. In both cases, they are EL-labellable ranked lattices with 
symmetric hain decompositions ( elf-dual for type B), whose rank-generating functions, zeta 
polynomials, rank-selected chain numbers have simple closed forms. 
AMS classification (1985 Revision): 06A07; 06A08 
1. Introduction 
The lattice of non-crossing set partitions is a very well behaved subposet of the lattice 
of set partitions, with an extensive literature (see e.g. [8,10,18-20,25,27]). By viewing 
the lattice of set partitions as the intersection lattice for the hyperplane arrangement 
corresponding to a root system of type A, there are natural definitions for the type 
B (~C)  and type D analogues of the lattice of set partitions. This paper investigates 
subposets of these lattices analogous to the non-crossing set partition lattices. 
In the case of type B, these lattices have appeared earlier in the literature under a 
different guise, which we now explain. The dihedral group I2(n) of order 2n acts on 
the lattice of non-crossing partitions of an n element set, and for any fixed element 
a E I2(n), Montenegro [19] considered the sublattice consisting of the elements fixed 
by a. He computed the Mtbius function for any tr E I2(n), and computed the zeta 
polynomial for t ra  rotation. When n is even, and tr is rotation through 180 degrees, 
this sublattice gives exactly our type B analogue. Furthermore, although it was not 
explicitly stated in [19], for arbitrary n and any rotation a in I2(n), the fixed sublattice 
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will be isomorphic to either the usual non-crossing partition lattice our one of our 
type B analogues (see Proposition 1). Therefore, our results for type B analogues 
could be viewed as a more intensive study of the structural and enumerative properties 
of Montenegro's fixed point non-crossing partition lattices under rotations• 
The paper is structured as follows• Section 2 defines the type B analogue NCB(n) 
of the lattice of non-crossing partitions, and explains in detail their exact relation to 
Montenegro's fixed point non-crossing partition lattices. We show that NCB(n) is a 
ranked self-dual attice with cardinality (2n) and rank-generating function 
k xk 
k=0 
in comparison with the type A (usual) lattice of non-crossing partition lattice NCA(n), 
whose cardinality is the Catalan umber (1/(n + 1))(27) and whose rank-generating 
function is 
n- l l (n) (  n ) 
k k+l  
x k" 
k=0 
Section 3 shows how to adapt the methods of [8] to produce chain enumeration 
formulas bijectively. The bijections give a short proof of Montenegro's result that 
NCB(n) has zeta polynomial 
Z(NCB(n),m)= (mn) 
in comparison with the formula [18,8] for type A: 
l (mn)  
Z(NCA(n)'m) =n n- 1 
The bijections also show that the number of chains in NCB(n) that pass through ranks 
0, Sl, sl +s2, Sl +s2 +s3 ..... Sl +sz +- . .  +sin = rank(NCB(n)) 
m n is 1~i~__1 (s~), compared with the known formula (l/n)IIi=l (si) for the analogous quan- 
tity in NCA(n) [8]. 
Section 4 proves similar results for the type D analogue NCD(n) of the non-crossing 
partition lattice. In fact, these results are extended to a more general family of lattices 
NCBD(n,S) which interpolate between NCB(n) and NC°(n), and arise naturally when 
considering intervals in NCD(n). 
Section 5 shows in a unified fashion that NCB(n), NCD(n), and more generally 
NCB°(n,S) have symmetric hain decompositions and edge-wise lexicographic (EL-) 
labellings. This shows that these ranked posets are strongly Sperner and EL-shellable, 
respectively. 
Section 6 is devoted to remarks and open questions. 
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We remark that many (but not all) of the proofs in this paper are straightforward 
generalizations of known proofs for type A, and therefore are somewhat abbreviated. 
It is our feeling that the results for types B and D are of interest not so much for their 
proofs as for their comparison with type A. In particular, the enumeration formulas for 
type B are striking in their similarity to type A, except hat they look simpler because 
they lack the ubiquitous factors of 1/(n + 1) or 1/n present in enumeration formulas 
for ordinary non-crossing partitions. 
2. Definition of NCn(n) and rank-generating functions 
We first review partition lattices and non-crossing partition lattices. The lattice of 
partitions of an n-set HA(n) consists of all partitions of the set [n] = {1,2,... ,n} 
into blocks, ordered by refinement. We will write a set partition as a sequence of sets 
which represent the blocks of the partition. For example, here is an example of the 
order relation in//A(6): 
{1,3}{2,6}{4}{5} < {1,3,4}{2,5,6}. 
A partition rt is said to be crossing if there exist i < j < k < l with ik in the same 
block of n and j l  together in a different block of re. One can reinterpret the crossing 
condition for zc pictorially by placing the numbers 1,2 .... ,n clockwise around a cir- 
cle in order (so that n is adjacent o 1), and drawing a chord of the circle between 
i and j if they are in the same block of 7r and no other elements trictly between 
them when going clockwise from i to j around the circle are also in this block. Then 
r~ is non-crossing if and only if all of these chords may be drawn without crossing 
each other. The subposet NCA(n) of H'4(n) consisting of the non-crossing partitions is 
the non-crossing partition lattice introduced by Kreweras [18] and further studied in 
[8,10,19,20,25,27]. 
For type B, there is a natural set partition lattice IIB(n) which comes from reinter- 
preting HA(n) as the poset of intersection subspaces of subsets of hyperplanes in the 
root system (see [16]) of type An-1 
(xi = xj: l <~i < j<<.n} 
ordered under reverse inclusion. Here a typical partition such as rc = {1,3,4}{2, 5,6} 
is interpreted as the subspace {x E R6: xl =x3 =xa,x2 =x5 =x6} which can be written 
(non-uniquely) as the intersection of the hyperplanes 
X1 = X3, X1 ~ X4, X2 = X5, X2 ~ X5. 
The poset of intersection subspaces of the hyperplanes of the root system of type B,, 
{xi = ix j :  1 <~i <j<~n} U {xi =0:1  <~i<~n} 
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consists of subspaces which look typically like the following two examples: 
{XE~9: Xl : - -X  3 :X6 :Xs  : - -X9 ,  X2 :X4  --~- 0, X 5 ~----X 7}, 
{XE ~8:X2 : - -X6  :X7,  X3 :X5},  
and which we can represent using blocks in the following fashion: 
{41, -3, 46, 48, -9} {-1,43,  -6,  -8, 49} {42, -2,  44, -4}{45, -7}{-5,  47} 
{41}{- 1 }{42, -6, 47}{-2, 46, -7}{43, 45}{-3, -5}{48}{-8}. 
More precisely, a Bn-partition is a partition n of 
[4-n] = {+1, +2 .. . . .  +n, - 1, -2  .. . . .  -n} 
into blocks with the property that for any block B of re, its negative -B  (obtained by 
negating all the elements of B) is also a block of 7r, and there is at most one block 
(called the zero block, if present) containing both +i and - i  for some i. Note that 
these two conditions imply that if the zero block is present in n, it will be a union 
of pairs of elements {+i,- i}.  Since all other blocks occur in pairs +B, we define 
the non-zero block statistic nonzeroblocks0r) to be k if rr has 2k blocks other than 
the zero block. Denote by HB(n) the poset of all B,-partitions, ordered by refinement, 
which corresponds to the order by reverse inclusion on the subspaces they represent. 
To define the non-crossing Bn-partitions, represent a Bn-partition rcpictorially by placing 
the numbers +1,42, . . . ,  +n , -1 , -2 , . . . , -n  clockwise around a circle in this order (so 
that -n  is adjacent o +1), and draw a chord of the circle between two numbers 
i and j if they are in the same block of ~r and no other elements trictly between them 
going clockwise from i to j around the circle are also in this block. Then rr is non- 
crossing if and only if all of these chords may be drawn without crossing each other. 
The subposet of IIB(n) consisting of all non-crossing Bn-partitions will be denoted 
NCB(n). The posets //B(3) and NCB(3) are pictured in Fig. 1. 
It turns out that our definition of NCB(n) is equivalent to the following notion 
considered by Montenegro [19]. Let the dihedral group I2(n) of order 2n act on the 
non-crossing partition lattice NCA(n) in the obvious way. When n is even, say n = 2m, 
and tr is the rotation through 180 ° in I2(n), then the sublattice of non-crossing partitions 
fixed by a (denoted L~ in [19]) is isomorphic to NCB(m) by identifying their circular 
diagrams in the following way: relabel the numbers 1,2 . . . . .  m, m + 1, m 4 2,... ,  2m as 
41, 42 . . . . .  q-m,-1, -2 .. . . .  -m. The key point is that a non-crossing partition which 
is invariant under 180 ° rotation can have at most one block containing a number and 
its antipodal number, since if there were two such blocks they would be crossing. 
In fact, there is a more general phenomenon: 
Proposition 1. For positive inte#ers m, n >>. 2 with m a non-trivial divisor of n, let a in 
I2(n) be the rotation through 2r~m/n radians acting on NCA(n). Then Montenegro's 
sublattice L~ of  non-crossing partitions fixed by a is isomorphic to NCB(m). 
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Fig. 1. The non-crossing Bn-partition lattice NCB(3) embedded inside the Bn-partition lattice//B(3). Crossing 
partitions are shown dotted. 
Proof. Consider the circular diagram of a a-invariant partition n in NCA(n), and parti- 
tion the labels 1,2 . . . . .  n into groups of size m, i.e. 1,2 . . . . .  m, then m+l ,m+2 . . . . .  2m, 
and so on. Note that if two labels i,j are connected by a chord in lr, then i,j must either 
be in the same group of size m or adjacent groups, else rotational invariance would 
imply that the chord between i,j is crossed by its translate under tr. Then because of 
the rotational symmetry the entire diagram of rc is completely determined by the chords 
which pass between two adjacent groups. This gives the isomorphism to NCS(m). [] 
Remark. One could also view Montenegro's fixed point lattices L~ under rotations 
a as the analogues of NCA(n) for the monomial groups G(n,m,m) from the list of 
unitary reflection groups W classified by Shepard and Todd [24]. Recall that the 
classical unitary reflection group G(n,m,k) consists of all n x n monomial matrices 
(matrices with exactly one non-zero entry in each row and column), whose non-zero 
entries are ruth roots of unity, and for which the product of all of the non-zero entries 
is a kth root of unity (so k necessarily divides m). The Euclidean reflection groups 
An- 1, Bn, Dn are the special cases G(n, 1, 1 ), G(n, 2, 2), G(n, 2, 1 ). Since each G(n, m, k) 
has an associated arrangement of complex hyperplanes, one can similarly define the 
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partition lattice liG(n,m,k) to be the lattice of intersection subspaces of these hyperplanes 
ordered by reverse inclusion. It is straightforward to generalize the circular diagrams for 
elements of such partition lattices, and define a 'non-crossing' sublattice NC ~(n,m,k) for 
each of them. When k=m= 1, it is easy to see that NC G(n'l'l) will be isomorphic to 
NCA(n). When k=m> 1 it is easy to see that NC G(n,'~,m) is the same as Montenegro's 
fixed point non-crossing partition sublattice L~ for the rotation through 2rt/n acting 
on NCA(nm), and hence is isomorphic to NCS(m). when k ~ m, one can show that 
NC ~(n'm'k) is isomorphic to the type D non-crossing partition lattice NC°(n) which 
will be defined in Section 4. Therefore, one does not obtain any new non-crossing 
partition lattices from considering the unitary reflection groups G(n,m,k), beyond the 
types A,B,D which we will consider here. 
Proposition 2. The poset NCS(n) is a ranked lattice, in which the rank of a 
Bn-partition zt is n-nonzeroblocks(n). 
Proof. Essentially, these facts are proven in the same way as for NCA(n). NCS(n) 
clearly has a top element 1 consisting of the single zero block [+n] and a bottom 
element in which all blocks are singletons {+1}, {-1}, {+2}, {-2} . . . . .  {+n}, {-n}. 
Therefore, to show NCS(n) is a lattice, it suffices to show that either meets or joins 
exist. One can easily check that if Ztl and n2 are non-crossing Bn-partitions then their 
meet rq/X z~2 in the lattice liB(n) is also non-crossing, and hence defines their meet 
in NCS(n). 
Similarly, the rank function in NCB(n) is inherited from the rank function in lia(n), 
since if nl ~<zc2 in l iS(n) and both ~zl,zc2 are non-crossing, then it is easy to check 
that there is always at least one maximal chain from rCl to re2 in l iS(n) which passes 
only through non-crossing elements. A Bn-partition n has rank n-nonzeroblocks(n) 
in I-IS(n), since the subspace of A n to which it corresponds has dimension non- 
zeroblocks(n). [] 
Proposition 3. The lattice NCS(n) has a fixed-point free order-reversing involution, 
and hence is self-dual. 
Proof. The order-reversing involution at on NCS(n) basically the same as the one 
for NCA(n) defined by Simion and Ullman [27, Theorem 1.1], based on Kreweras' 
original complementation map [18]. To define ~t(n) for n in NCB(n), draw the circular 
representation f n with + 1, +2 . . . . .  +n , -  1 , -2  . . . . .  -n  in this order going clockwise 
around a circle, putting in the chords of the circle which represent n as before. Also 
draw in the numbers 
+ 1', +2' . . . . .  +n I, - 1 P, -2  p . . . . .  -n  ~ 
in order going counterclockwise around the circle, so that the primed numbers interlace 
the unprimed numbers and 1' lies between -n  and - (n -  1), 1 lies between -n '  
and - (n  - 1)t, etc. If one considers the set of all partitions of the primed numbers 
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Fig. 2. An example of the involution c<. 
whose chordal representation do not cross any of the chords of zt, there is a unique 
maximal such partition, and it satisfies the conditions to be a B,-partition ~(n) if we 
erase the primes. An example is shown in Fig. 2. 
As in [27], it is clear that e is involutive, and straightforward to verify that e is 
order-reversing. The new feature is that e has no fixed points, as one can see that 
will contain a zero block if and only if ~(zt) contains no zero block. [] 
We next investigate the generating functions for NCB(n). By Proposition 2, the rank 
function is determined by the statistic nonzeroblocks(n), so it is equivalent to de- 
termine the generating function for this statistic. In fact, we will compute a more 
refined generating function, which also specializes to the rank-generating function 
for NCA(n). 
Our method is a recursion based on a decomposition of NCB(n) into intervals iso- 
morphic to products of NCS(i) and NCA(j) for various values of i and j,  analogous 
to the proof of [27, Theorem 2]. To define the decomposition, given n in NCS(n), let 
f(Tt) be the first value in the list 
+2, +3 . . . . .  +n, -1,  -2  . . . . .  -n ,  +1 
which lies in the same block of n as +1, and let NC/S(n) = f - l ( i )  for any i in [+n]. 
Clearly, we have 
NCB(n) = I_[ NC~(n). 
iE[ ±n] 
Proposition 4. 
NCS+i(n) ~ NCA(i - 2) x NCB(n - i + 1), 
NCSi(n) ~ NCB(i -2 )  x NCA(n - i+  1) 
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for i = 2, 3 .. . . .  n, and 
NC+S_l(n) ------ Nfn(n - 1), 
NCS_I(n) ~ NCA(n - 1), 
where here we adopt the convention that NCA(0) and NCB(0) are both one element 
posets consisting of a unique partition ~ havin 9 no blocks at all. 
Proof. For the first isomorphism, given ~ in NCS+i(n), its restriction l to the val- 
ues [2, i - 1] may be considered an element of NCA(i - 2). Also, its restriction 7z2 to 
the values + 1, +i, +(i + 1 ), +(i + 2) . . . . .  +n, - 1, - i ,  - ( i  + 1), - ( i  + 2),.. . ,  -n  may be 
considered as an element of NCn(n - i + 1), by coalescing +i and +1 into a single 
element, and likewise - i  and -1. Therefore, the map n H (rq,Tt2) gives the desired 
isomorphism. The rest of the asserted isomorphisms are similar. [] 
The previous proposition allows us to count non-crossing partitions by various statis- 
tics. Given a Bin-partition rt with 2k blocks other than the zero block, and 2l of these 
blocks containing some pair of numbers {+i, - j , . . .}  of opposite signs with i # j ,  define 
as before the statistic nonzeroblocks(r 0 to be k, and define the statistic signedblocks(n) 
to be l. Also define zeroblocks(n) to be 1 or 0 depending on whether ~ has a zero 
block or not. Let 
fnA(r) = ~ r bl°cks(~), 
~tENC'~(n) 
f f  ( p , q, r) = ~ pZCr°bl°cks( ~ )qSigncdbl°cks( ~ ) rn°nzer°bl°cks( n ). 
nENCB(n) 
Proposition 5. fnA(r) and fnS(p, q, r) satisfy the recursions 
n 
A r A r f ,A(r )  = + 
i=2 
f~S(p,q,r) =pf~a_l(r) + rfns_l(p,q,r) 
n 
+ ~,  f iA-2(r)fnB-i+l(P,q,r) + qfiA_2(r)fnB_i+l(p,q,r) 
i=.2 
and have generating functions 
FA(r 'x):= Z Z fnA(r)xn= 1-x ( r -1 ) -V / (1 -x ( r -1 ) )  2-4x  
n=0 nENCA(n) 
1 + (p -  1)xFA(r,x) 
FS(p'q 'r 'x)  :---- Z Z fnS(P'q'r)xn = 1 +x(q - - r )  --x(1 +q)FA(r,x) ' 
n=O ~ENCS(n) 
x 
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Proof. The asserted recursion for fnB(p,q,r) follows immediately from the 
decomposition 
NCn(n) = I I  NC~(n), 
iE[ 4-n] 
and the isomorphisms in the previous proposition. The asserted recursion for fnA(r) 
follows from the type B recursion by setting p = q = 0. 
The expression for FA(r,x) then follows from the recursion for fnA(r) or multipli- 
cation by x n and summing over n, and similarly for Fn(p,q,r,x). [] 
Remark. It is possible to deduce from the previous theorem the rank-generating func- 
tions of NCA(n) and NCn(n) which were stated in the introduction. For NCA(n), this 
result is due to Kreweras [18] (see also [5, Section 2]). Since we will reprove the 
result for NCB(n) bijectively in Section 3, we give here a rather abbreviated version 
of how this can be done. 
One notices that the rank-generating functions FA(r,x),FB(1, 1,r,x) are closely re- 
lated to special cases of the generating functions for the classical Jacobi polynomials 
(see e.g. [22] for Jacobi polynomials). The Jacobi polynomials 
Pn(~'#)(t)=2-n~-~"(nWCt)( n+f l ' ( t -1 )n - j ( t+ l ) j k=O J n - j  ,] 
have known generating function 
P~(~'#)(t)x n = 2"+/~R-1(1 - x + t)- '(1 + x + t) -#, (1) 
n=0 
where R = x/1 - 2tx + x 2. Specifically, one can check from Proposition 5 that 
FB(1, 1,r,x) = °'°)(t)x~ t~(r+l)/(r-l) ' 
x~x(r-1) 
x~.-~x(r--1) 
The known generating function (1) then specializes in each case to give the rank- 
generating functions asserted in the introduction. 
3. Bijective chain and multichain enumeration 
In this section, we reprove bijectively the formulas for the cardinality of NCB(n), 
its rank sizes, its zeta polynomial, and number of maximal chains by proving some 
general chain enumeration results in the same spirit as [8]. 
Our central tool will be a bijection analogous to [8, Lemma 2.1], which we re- 
call here. Given two subsets L,R C [n] with #L = #R + 1, parenthesize the sequence 
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1,2 .. . . .  n by placing a left (resp. right) parenthesis before (resp. after) each element 
of L (resp. R). Then there is a unique value i such that if one reads the sequence 
cyclically 
i,i +1, i  + 2 . . .n -  l,n, 1 ,2 ,3 . , . i -1  
it begins with a left parenthesis before i, and the remaining parentheses are all well- 
formed. For example, if n = 9 and L = { 1,2, 5, 6, 9}, R = {3, 4, 8, 9}, then the paren- 
thesization looks like (1(23)4)(5(678)(9) and the unique value i=5 has the property 
that removing the left parenthesis before 5 and starting at 5 the sequence looks like 
5(678)(9)(1(23)4) which is well-formed. To produce a non-crossing partition rc in 
NCA(n) from this, first remove the unpaired left parenthesis from before i. Then create 
a block of n for each of the consecutive strings inside 'lowest level' parenthesis pairs 
(i.e. parentheses which pair each other and enclose no others). Now remove these 
lowest level parenthesis pairs and all the numbers they enclose, and continue with 
the remaining parenthesization. For example, the parenthesization 5(678)(9)(1(23)4) 
above will lead to the partition rc with blocks {1,4}{2,3},{5},{6,7,8},{9}. Con-
versely, given rc in NCA(n) and a chosen value i in [n], one can produce a paren- 
thesization of 
i , i+ l , i+2 . . .n -1 ,n , l ,2 ,3 . . . i -1  
by letting the first (resp. last) elements of each block of n in this order be the loca- 
tions of the left (resp. right) parentheses. Then adding an extra left parenthesis before i
recovers the set (L,R). This demonstrates a bijection between 
{(L,R): L,R C_ [n],#L = #R + 1} ~ In] x NCA(n). 
It immediately follows from this (see [8]) that #NCA(n)= (1/n)(nZn__l). 
A similar (but nicer?) bijection works for NCB(n). 
Proposition 6. There is a bijection between 
{(L,R): L, RC [n],#L = #R} 
and NCB(n) in which #L = #R is mapped to the statistic nonzeroblocks(n). Therefore 
0 2n #NCe(n) has a total ~f ( n ) elements, and (nk)2 elements ~ with nonzeroblocks(rc)=k. 
Proof. Given (L,R), parenthesize the infinite cyclic sequence 
.... +1,+2 .. . . .  +n , -1 , -2  .. . . .  -n ,+ l ,+2 .... 
by placing a left (resp. fight) parenthesis before (resp. after) each occurrence of +i and 
- i  for each value i in L (resp. R). To read off a Bn-partition, create a block for each 
of the consecutive strings inside the lowest-level parenthesis pairs (i.e. a pair of left 
parenthesis followed in the above order by a right parenthesis which encloses no other 
parentheses). Then remove these lowest level parenthesis pairs and all the numbers 
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they enclose, and continue with the remaining parenthesization. When all parentheses 
have been removed, the values remaining all go into the zero block of n. For example, 
if n = 8 and 
L = {3,4,7}, R = {1,4,5}, 
then the parenthesization l oks like 
• .. + 1 )+2(+3(+4)+5)+6(+7+8-  1) 
-2 ( -3 ( -4 ) -  5 ) -  6 ( -7 -  8 + 1)+2. . .  
and corresponds to the non-crossing Bn-partition 
n = {+1, -7, -8} { -  1, +7, +8} {+2, -2,  +6, -6} {+3, +5} {-3, -5} {+4} {-4}. 
To reverse the bijection, given n E NCB(n), find a non-zero block which forms a 
contiguous equences of values in the above infinite cyclic order (there will always 
be such blocks since n is non-crossing, unless n has only a zero block). For each 
such contiguous equence il,i2 . . . . .  ik, put the absolute values 1i1[ in L and [ik[ 
in R. Then remove this block of n and remove this contiguous equence of values 
wherever it occurs in the cyclic order, and repeat the process until there is 
nothing left but the zero block of n. This defines L,R C_ [n] having equal cardinal- 
ities, and one can see that this is the inverse of the above map, so it is a bijec- 
tion. Clearly, this bijection sends the statistic nonzeroblocks(n) to the cardinality of L 
or R. 
To see that this implies the asserted cardinality for NCB(n), note that the set of 
all pairs (L,R) C [n] with #L = #R is in bijection with n-subsets S of [2n], since one 
can identify R with the intersection S fq [n + 1,2n] and identify L with the comple- 
ment [l,n] - (S A [1,n]). [] 
Proposition 7 (cf. Edelman [8, Theorem 3.2, Corollary 3.3]). The bijection ofthepre- 
vious proposition extends to a bijection between 
( m; I (L, R1 . . . . .  Rm_l): L, RjC[n],#L = #R 
and 
{(multi-)chains 7[ 1~.' ' "  ~-~m--I in NCB(n)} 
in such a way that nonzeroblocks(ni) = ~-]j~=-i 1 #Rj for all i. Therefore, NCn(n) has 
exactly 
(n) (n)(n) 
S 1 $2 Sm 
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chains passing through the ranks {Sl,Sl + s2 . . . . .  sl +s2 +. . .  +sin-l), where Sm = 
n - )-~ff=-i 1 si. Furthermore, NCB(n) has zeta polynomial 
Z(NCB(n),m) = ( 7 ) , 
and Mfbius function 
#(NCB(n)) = (-1)n (2nn  1 ) 
and n n maximal chains. 
Proof. Given (L, R1 . . . . .  Rr) as above, parenthesize the same infinite cyclic sequence as 
before by placing a left parenthesis before each occurrence of +i, - i  for all i in L, and 
placing a right parenthesis labelled )J after each occurrence of + i , - i  for all i in Rj. 
Note that unlike the bijection in the previous proposition, this means ome values may 
be followed by many right parentheses having different labels. Then read this paren- 
thesization as before to obtain a nl in NCB(n) which will have nonzeroblocks(nl) = 
~=~1 #Rj. Now remove from this parenthesization all of the right parentheses la- 
belled )1 and the left parentheses which pair with them, and read the remaining paren- 
thesization to obtain n2, having nonzeroblocks(n2) = ~7=~1 #Rj. Remove from this 
parenthesization all of the right parentheses labelled )2 and the left parentheses which 
pair with them, and read the remaining parenthesization to obtain re3, continuing this 
process until all parentheses are gone. This produces the (multi-)chain r~l ~< -.- ~ hr. 




Sl = n - ~ #Rj = n - #L, s2 = #R1, s3 = #R2 .. . . .  sm = #Rm-I 
j=l 
the previous bijection produces a chain passing through the ranks {Sl, Sl + s2 .. . . .  Sl + 
s2 +.. "+sin-l}. The number of choices of (L, R1 ..... Rm-l ) with these cardinalities i
clearly 
(nns l )  ( sn ) ' " ( s  n )  
which is equal to the product of binomial coefficients asserted in the proposition. 
For the zeta polynomial, recall that Z(P,m) is the number of multichains of cardi- 
nality m - 1 in P, and hence Z(NC~(n),m) is the cardinality of 
( ) (/~,R~ . . . . .  Rm- l ) :  L ,R:C_[n] ,#L = ~ #R . 
j=l 
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But choosing such a tuple (L, R1 .... ,Rrn-1) is equivalent to choosing an n-subset S 
of [mn] as follows: identify Rj with the intersection S fq [jn + 1,jn + n} for each j, and 
identify L with the complement [1 ,n] -  (S n [1,n]). Therefore Z(NCB(n),m) = (ran). 
The Mfbius function calculation and the number of maximal chains in NCB(n) follow 
from the expression for the zeta polynomial, since kt(P) = Z(P, -  1) for any poset P 
with a bottom and top element, and the number of maximal chains of P is r! times the 
coefficient of m r in Z(P,m), where r is the length of the longest chain in P (see [28, 
Section 3.11]). Alternatively, one can compute the number of maximal chains by taking 
S1 = $2 . . . . .  S r ~-- S r+ 1 = 1 in the first statement of the proposition. [] 
4. Definition of NCa(n) and the interpolating posers NCn°(n, S) 
In this section we define the type D analogue NCD(n) of NC~(n),NCB(n), and 
prove analogues of most of the previous results. We will in fact consider a larger 
family of posets NCS°(n,S) which interpolate between NCS(n) and NC°(n). These 
posets NCS°(n,S) arise naturally when one considers intervals in NC°(n). 
Most of the enumerative r sults for NCBD(n,S) follow from the analogous results 
for NCA(n) and NCS(n). What is more interesting is that they depend only on the 
cardinality s = #S, even though NCBD(n,S) and NCS°(n,S ') will not in general be 
isomorphic if #S = #S t. 
To define NC°(n), we first begin with the type D partition lattice II°(n). Since 
li°(n) is the poset of intersection subspaces of the hyperplanes of the root system of 
type On 
{xi = d:xj: 1 <<.i < j<<.n} 
it is a subposet of liB(n), and one can easily see that it consists of all n in HS(n) 
in which the zero block (if present) does not contain only a single pair {+i, - i}.  
Therefore, we define NC°(n) to be the subposet II°(n)N NCB(n). 
More generally, given any subset S C_ [n], we can define liS°(n,S) to be the poset 
of intersections of hyperplanes in the arrangement 
{X i = -q-Xj: 1 <.i < j~n} tA {xi = O: iriS}. 
Equivalently, IIS°(n, S) is the subposet of Ha(n) consisting of all rc in Ha(n) in which 
the zero block (if present) does not contain only a single pair {+i, - i}  for some i in S. 
These hyperplane arrangements have been studied in [15,17], and arise naturally when 
considering intervals in Fl°(n). Similarly, we define NC s° (n, S) = H aD (n, S) fq NC B (n). 
Note that NCS°(n, [n]) = NC°(n) and NCaD(n, 0) = NCS(n). 
Proposition 8. NCBD(n,S) is a ranked lattice, in which the join of two element coin- 
cides with their join in NCS(n), and the rank function is inherited from NCS(n), i.e. 
rank(n) = n - nonzeroblocks(n). 
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Proof. If two elements ~1 and 7~ 2 do not have a zero block consisting of a single pair 
{+i , - i}  for some i in S, then one can check that neither will their join lrl V zr2 in 
NCB(n), so this element is also their join in NCB°(n,S). Since NCSD(n,S) inherits 
a bottom element 0 from NCS(n), it is also a lattice. The assertion about ranks follows 
from the easily checked fact that if nl ~<1r2 in NCS(n,S), then there is always at least 
one maximal chain from 7rl to n2 in NCS(n) which passes only through elements of 
NCBD(n, S). [] 
Enumerative results for NCBD(n, S) will follow from the analogous results for NCa(n) 
and NCS(n) using the following decomposition, whose proof is evident. Define 
NCB(n; i) for i in [n] to be the following subposet of NCB(n): 
NCB(n;i) = {nENCS(n): 7r has zero block {+i,- i}}. 
Proposition 9. For any subset S C_ [n], the poset NCB(n) may be decomposed as the 
disjoint union 
NCS(n) = NcSD(n,S) H I_[ NCB(n; i) 
iES 
in which 
NCS(n; i) ~ NC°(n - 1). 
Furthermore, NCB(n; i) embeds NCA(n- 1 ) into NCB(n) in a rank-preserving fashion 
as an interval [~, ~] from rank 1 to rank n - 1. 
We have the following enumerative consequences for NCSO(n, S). 
Coroflary 10. For any subset S C_ [n] of cardinality s, we have that 
and 
#NCBD(n'S): (2n)  -s(2(n-1)~n \ n -1  ./ 
elements of rank k. In particular, NCBD(n,S) is rank symmetric. 
Proof. All asserted formulas follow from the previous proposition. Rank symmetry 
follows by noting that the above formula for rank sizes is symmetric in k and n - k. [] 
Remark. Even though NCBD(n,S) is rank-symmetric, it is not in general self-dual 
unless S = 0. For example, one can check that NcSO(3, {1}) is not self-dual. 
2 s n -1  -1  
NCBl~(n'S) has (~ n -1  ( k ) ( :  1) 
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Theorem 11. NCB°(n,S) has zeta polynomial 
Z(NCB°(n,S),m) = (m:  ) - -  
and has 
s (m(nn l )  ) 
n 1 
(:) S (n - - l )  (n - -1 ) . . . (n - -1 )  
n -  1 Sl s2 Sm 
chains passin9 throuoh the ranks {s1,s1 + s2 . . . . .  Sl q--$2-~...--~ sin-l}, where Sr. = 
n - ~im-i 1 si. It therefore has n n - s(n - 1 )"- 1 maximal chains, and M6bius function 
p (NCBD(n ,S) )=(_ I )n ( (2n~I  ) s (2 (nn  1) ) )  
n 1 
Proof. From the decomposition i  Proposition 9, the number of (multi-)chains with 
a given rank set in NCeD(n) is the same as the number of such multichains in NCB(n) 
minus the number which pass through an element of NCS(n; i) for some i in S. Further- 
more, there can be at most one value of i for which such a multichain passes through 
an element of NCB(n; i). So it suffices to count for each i how many such multichains 
pass through an element of NCS(n; i). By the cyclic symmetry 1 ~ 2 ~ ..- ~ n --* 1, 
these quantities are equal for all i, so one need only count one of them and then 
multiply by s. From this observation, the theorem would follow if we could show that 
the number of multichains of size m - 1 in NCS(n) passing through some element of 
NCS(n; n) is 
(m(n n 1))  
and the number of chains passing through the ranks asserted in the theorem which pass 
through some element of NCB(n; n) is 
1 (n - l )  (n - l )  (n - l )  
n-  1 S1 $2 Sm 
Using the usual counting tricks (see the proof of Propositions 6 and 7), both of these 
would follow from a bijection between 
( (L, R1 . . . . .  R,,-1): L, RjC_[n- 1], #L+I  = }2 #R 
j=l 
and 
[n - 1] x {(multi-)chains ~1 ~' ' "  ~m-1  in NCB(n) passing through NCB(n;n)} 
with nonzeroblocks(n;) = }2j~ql #Rj for all i. To describe such a bijection, we further 
refine these sets in the following way. Given (L, R1 ..... Rm-1) as above, we can iden- 
tify it (as in the discussion before Proposition 6 and the proof of Proposition 7) with 
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a parenthesization f the sequence 1,2 . . . . .  n -  1 in which there is at most one left 
parenthesis before each value, and possibly many right parentheses )J labelled with 
different numbers j in [m - 1] behind each value. Since there is one more fight paren- 
thesis than there are left parentheses, there will be a unique value i such that if we 
remove the right parenthesis after i having the smallest label (say label t), and read 
the numbers cyclically with i last, i.e. 
i+  1 , i+2 .. . .  ,n, 1,2 . . . . .  i -  1,i 
then the remaining parentheses will be well-formed. For example, if n = 8, m = 4 and 
(L, R1,R2,R3) = ({2,4,5,7},{4}, {6}, {4,6,7}) 
then the corresponding parenthesization is 1(23(4)1)3(56)2)3(7)38 and we have i = 
6, t = 2, so that reading it cyclically with 6 last and removing the )2 after 6 gives 
the well-formed parenthesization (7)381(23(4)1)3(56) 3. In this case we will say that 
(L, R1 ... . .  Rm-I ) has the extra parenthesis after i and labelled t. By cyclic symmetry, 
the number of such tuples with the extra parenthesis after i is independent of  i, and 
hence it would suffice to produce a bijection between the following sets: 
{ (L, R1Rm-1) :  L, RjC_[n-1], #L + I = ~-~jm=II #R } .. . . .  
with the extra parenthesis after n - 1 and labelled t 
and 
{(multi-)chains ~zl 4" - "  ~7~m-1 in NCS(n) with ~t ENCB(n;n)) 
with nonzeroblocks(~i) = ~j~-~l #Rj for all i. On the other hand, the latter set is clearly 
in bijection with 
{(multi-)chains ~i ~ "'" ~<~m-1 in NCA(n) with ~t having n singleton}. 
Furthermore, using the technique of [8, Theorem 3.2], we may encode this last set 
using parenthesizations. Namely, given a multichain in this last set, it corresponds to 
an element of  A(n, m, t) which we define to be the set of all well-formed parenthesiza- 
tions of  the numbers 1,2 . . . . .  n - l, n in which there is at most one (unlabelled) left 
parentheses and possibly many fight parentheses )J with different numbers j in [m-  1] 
behind each value, with no left parenthesis to the left of  1, and the right end of the 
sequence looks like 
• .. (n)J,)Y:...)J, 
with l/> 1 and t ~<jl < j2 < "'" < jr. For example, if  n = 6, m = 4, t = 2 the multichain 
{1}{2}{3}{4,5}{6} < {1,2}{3}{4,5}{6} < {1,2}{3}{4,5,6} 
corresponds to the parenthesization 1 (2)1(3)3 (45(6)2)3 in A(6, 4, 2). It remains to find 
a bijection between A(n, m, t) and the set of  all parenthesizations of 1,2 . . . . .  n - 1 using 
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unlabelled left parentheses and fight parentheses labelled )J for j in [m - 1] with the 
extra fight parenthesis after n -  1 and labelled t. Rather than calling the latter set 
B(n, m, t), let B(n, m, t) be an equivalent set, consisting of all well-parenthesizations f 
1,2 .... , n - 1 using unlabelled left parentheses and fight parentheses labelled )Y for j 
in [m - 1], with all fight parentheses after n - 1 labelled t + 1 or higher (the two 
sets are equivalent by removing or reinserting the extra fight parenthesis after n - 1 
labelled t). 
The bijection between A(n, m,t) and B(n,m, t) is now simple. Given a parenthesiza- 
tion in A(n,m,t), keep the parentheses fixed and lower all of the numbers inside by 1, 
then discard the 0 on the left and discard the parenthesis pair ( )t enclosing n - 1 if it 
is present. For example, if n = 9,m = 10,t = 3 then 
1 (2(3)5 )74(5(6( 7)38(9 )4 )7 )8 
would map to 
( 1 (2)5 )73(4(5(6) 37(8 )4 )7 )8 
and 1(23)54(5(67)48(9)3)5 
and (12)53(4(56)478) 5 . 
The inverse of this map is as follows. Given a parenthesization in B(n,m,t), keep the 
parentheses fixed and raise all the numbers inside by 1, then append the number 1 
to the left and enclose the value n in a pair (n) t if there is no pair ()J enclosing n 
already. [] 
Remark. Note that all of the enumerative formulas we have proven for NcBD(n, S) 
depend only on the cardinality s of S rather than on the set S itself. However, it is 
not in general true that NcBD(n,S) ~- NcBD(n,S ') whenever #S = #S p. For example, 
one can check that NcBD(4,{1,2}) 7 NcBD(4, {1, 3}). On the other hand, it is clear 
that NcBD(n,S) ~- NcSD(n,S ') whenever the subsets S,S p C_ [n] are in the same orbit 
under the action of the n-cycle (123... n). 
We should also remark that Blass and Sagan [4] have recomputed this same value 
for the M6bius function #(NC~D(n, S)) using their technique of NBB bases in lattices. 
5. Symmetric chain decompositions and EL-labellings 
In this section we show that NcBD(n,S) (and hence NCB(n),NCD(n)) have sym- 
metric chain decompositions analogous to NCA(n) [27, Theorem 2], even though they 
are not in general self-dual. We also show that they have an EL-labelling which is 
somewhat different from the usual one for NC~(n) [2, Section 2]. As a consequence, 
we conclude that the lattices NcBD(n,S) are strongly Sperner and shellable (see [27,2] 
for definitions and significance of being strongly Sperner, shellable, respectively). 
For the symmetric chain decomposition, we follow [27] and generalize to NCBD(n, S) 
the decomposition 
NC~(n)= I_I NC~i(n) 
i~[±n] 
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that was defined in Section 2. The generalization is exactly the same, i.e. for ~ in 
NCBD(n,S), let f (n )  be the first value in the list 
+2, +3 .. . . .  +n, - 1, -2  . . . . .  -n ,  + 1 
which lies in the same block of ~ as +l ,  and let NCiSD(n,S) -- f - l ( i )  for any i in 
[+n]. We again have 
NcSD(n,S) = H NcBiD(n,S) •
iE[-4-n] 
In order to describe NC~/D(n, S) more explicitly, define the sets S +i, S - i  as follows. The 
set S +i is obtained from S f3 [i + 1, n] by lowering all values by i - 1. The set S -i  is 
obtained from SN[2, i -  1] by lowering all values by 1. For example, if S -- {3, 5, 6, 8, 9} 
then S +i : {3,4} and S -i  = {2,4}. The proof of the next proposition is then almost 
exactly the same as the proof of Proposition 4. 
Proposition 12. For any subset S C_ [n], we have the isomorphisms 
NCB+~(n,S) ~ NC~(i - 2) × Nc~D(n - i + 1,s+i), 
NCB_~(n,S) -- NcBD(i - 2,S - i )  × NCA(n - i + 1) 
for i = 2, 3 . . . . .  n, and 
NcS~(n)  - NCB°(n - 1,S+1), NC~](n)  ~ NC"(n - 1). 
Theorem 13 (cf. Simion and Ullman [27, Theorem 2]). NCS°(n,S) has a symmetric 
chain decomposition ( SCD ). 
Proof. We first deal with the (easier) case in which S ~ [n], using essentially the 
'recursive proof' of [27, Theorem 2]. In this case, we may assume by cyclic symmetry 
that 2 ~ S (the significance of this assumption will be made clearer later). We may 
also assume by induction on n that NCSO(n',S ') has an SCD for all n '<  n as long 
as S '~ In']. Then in the decomposition of the previous proposition, note that for all 
i in [in], NC/SD(n,S) are intervals in NCSD(n,S) which are isomorphic to products 
of posets with SCDs, since NCA(n) always has one and the NCB°(n',S I) which occur 
will have smaller n' and S '~ [n'] by the description of S' in the previous proposition. 
Hence, these intervals themselves have an SCD, since the product of two posets with 
SCDs will also have an SCD. Furthermore, if i~+1,+2,  then NC~iO(n,S) is embedded 
in a rank-preserving fashion as an interval symmetrically placed from rank 1 to rank 
n - 1 inside NcSD(n,S), so its pre-existing SCD decomposes it into symmetric hains 
inside NCBD(n,S) (NB: the previous assertion would have been false for NCB_Z~(n,S) 
had we not assumed 2¢S). Also, the union NC~+DI(n,S)UNC~_~(n,S ) forms an interval 
in NCB°(n, S) from rank 0 to rank n -  1, and this interval is isomorphic to the product 
2 x NCBD(n -- 1,S') of a 2-element chain with NCSD(n - 1,S ~) ~ NCS+~(n,S), since 
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there is an order-preserving isomorphism Nc~_D(n,S) ~ NcS+D(n, S) given by merging 
the singleton {+1} into the block with +2 (and likewise merging {-1} into the block 
with -2) ,  and this map sends an element of NC~_~(n,S) to the unique element of 
NcB+D(n,S) which covers it (NB: this map would not have been surjective had we not 
assumed 2¢S).  Hence, this interval has an SCD, and since it is symmetrically placed 
in NCBD(n,S), this gives rise to symmetric hains in NCS°(n,S), completing the SCD 
for NcBD(n, S). 
In the case of NcSD(n, [n])(= NCD(n)), things go slightly wrong with the previous 
decomposition, but are easy to fix. We may assume that NcBD(n,S) has an SCD 
for all n,S with S ¢ [n], and the same argument as before shows that NCSi°(n,[n]) 
decomposes into symmetric hains for all i¢+1,  +2, -2 , -3 .  It only remains to show 
that we can decompose the union 
NcS+D(n, [n]) U NCB+°(n, [n]) U NCa_~(n, In]) U NcSD(n, [n]) 
into symmetric chains. For this purpose, we decompose this more finely into four 
pieces: 
[ g ENCS+D(n, [n]) without } 
NCS+°(n,[n]) H 1 ,{+1, -1 ,+2, -2}  as zero block 
re ENCS_D(n, In]) with [~ ENCS+D(n, In]) with 
H 
{+1, -2}{-1 ,+2} as blocks ) ({+1, -1 ,+2, -2}  as zero block) 
NCS_~(n,[n]) II / ~ 
ENCS°(n, [n]) with 
1+2,+3 in the same blockJ 
Hi~>4 (zcCNCS__D(n, [n])with +/ the  smallest~ 
(positive value in same block as + 2 J 
where the fourth piece of the decomposition will, of course, only be present if n/> 4. 
It is easy to check that each of the terms in the fourth piece are intervals in 
NcBD(n,[n]) which are isomorphic to products NC~(i)xNCA(j), and are embedded 
symmetrically from rank 2 to rank n - 2, so they can be decomposed into symmetric 
chains. Each of the first three pieces above is written as a disjoint union of two sets 
A H B. One can easily check that in each case there is an isomorphism A ~ B which 
sends an element o the unique element of B which covers it in NCB°(n, [n] ). Thus 
A HB is isomorphic to 2xA, and A is isomorphic to some NCSt~(n',SI). Hence, these 
pieces have SCDs, and one can check that they are embedded symmetrically within 
NCS°(n, In]), so they are decomposed into symmetric hains. [] 
We now move on to EL-labellings. Recall [2, Section 2] that an edgewise l xico- 
9raphic (or EL-) labelling of a ranked poset P with bottom and top elements 0, 1 is 
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a map 2 from the edges of the Hasse diagram of P to some linearly ordered-set A 
having these two properties: 
(1) For any interval [x, y] in P, there is a unique maximal chain x---x0 < xl < ..- < 
Xr = y such that the labels encountered along the way are in weakly increasing order: 
2(X0,XI) ~.2(Xl,X2) ~ ..- ~.2(Xr_l,Xr). 
This is called the unique rising chain of the interval. 
(2) The label sequence 
( 2(xo,x~ ), 2(x~,xz ) . . . . .  2(Xr- l,Xr ) ) 
of the unique rising chain is lexicographically smaller than the label sequence for any 
other maximal chain in [x, y]. 
We also recall from [2] two methods used to produce EL-labellings. If L is an upper 
semi-modular lattice, with set of join-irreducibles JI(L), then any linear order A on 
JI(L) leads to an EL-labelling in the following way: 
2(x, y) = rn~n{j E JI(L): x V j = y} 
(see [14, Section 5]). Furthermore, i fP  has an EL-labelling 4, and P /_P  is a subposet 
with the same 0, i, then 2 restricts to an EL-labelling of P~ whenever the following 
condition is satisfied: the unique rising chain in P between any two elements x ~< y in Pt 
only passes through elements of P~ [2, Proposition 2.8]. These two facts were observed 
by Edelman and Bj6mer [2] to yield an EL-labelling for//A(n) which restricts to an 
EL-labelling for NCB(n). The same technique (although using a somewhat different 
labelling) yields an EL-labelling of NcBD(n,S). 
Theorem 14. There is an EL-labelling of HBD(n,S) which restricts to an EL-labelling 
of NcBD(n, S). 
Proof. Since I-IBD(n,S) is the lattice of intersection subspaces of the hyperplanes in 
the arrangement 
{xi= +xj: l<~i <j<~n}U{xi=O: i q[S}, 
it is in fact a geometric lattice, i.e. it is upper-semimodular and has only its atoms as 
join-irreducibles. The atoms correspond to the hyperplanes above, so any linear order 
of the hyperplanes will lead to an EL-labelling of HS°(n,S). However, not every linear 
order we choose will be given an EL-labelling which restricts to NCSD(n,S). In fact, 
when S = 0 so that HSD(n, S)= HS(n) and NcBD(n,S)= NCS(n), it would appear very 
natural to choose a linear order similar to the one for HA(n) which takes advantage of 
the supersolvability of liB(n) (see [2]). However, one can check that any such order 
(based on supersolvability) for the atoms in liB(n) leads to an EL-labelling which does 
not restrict o NCB(n). 
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Instead, we choose a linear order on the atoms of IIBD(n, S) which is more natural 
from the point of view of non-crossing partitions. Given an atom a in IIS°(n, S), draw 
its pictorial representation as chords connecting the numbers in [+n] drawn around a 
circle, and define the chordlength of a to be the length of the shortest chord in this 
picture (the length of a chord is used here to mean the smallest number of values 
encountered when going around the circle in either direction between the two ends of 
the chord). Let A be any linear order which extends the partial order by chordlength, 
so that atoms with shorter chordlengths are smallest in A. 
We claim that the EL-labelling of HBD(n, S) induced by A restricts to an EL-labelling 
of NCSO(n,S). To prove this, we need only show that if n~<a in NcBD(n,S), and n' is 
the first step on the unique rising chain in [n,a] in IIBD(n,S), then rd is in NcBD(n,S) 
also. The following description of n t is from [14, Section 5]: if 
a=min{ jE J I ( L ) :  n < n V a<~a} 
A 
then nt= n V a. If  we assume for a contradiction that n '= n V a is crossing, then in the 
pictorial representation, a must have a chord which crosses a chord of n. Labelling the 
endpoints of these two crossing chords as i,k for a and j, l for n, where i,j,k, lE [+n], 
we conclude that i,j, k, l must lie in a single block of a, but neither i nor k lies in the 
same block of n as j, l (since n < n V a ~< a). Also, since the chords ik and jl cross 
each other, any of the other four chords (/j, il, jk, kl) among these four points will have 
strictly smaller chordlength, and hence give rise to an atom a t with the property that 
a t -~ n but n V a t ~< a. This contradicts the minimality of a. [] 
As a corollary, we deduce that the simplicial complex of chains in any open in- 
terval (n,a) in NcBD(n,S) has the homotopy type of wedge of d-spheres, where 
d = rank(y) - rank(x) -2 ,  and the number of such d-spheres is the absolute value of the 
MSbius function ]p(x, y)[. Furthermore, since P(P1 × P2)=/~(P1)~t(P2), one can com- 
pute p(x,y) from the known values of #(NC4(n)) and #(NCBD(n,S)) using the next 
proposition, and hence completely determine the homotopy of intervals in NcBD(n, S): 
Proposition 15. Any interval [n, a] in NcSD(n,S) is isomorphic to a product of posets 
of the form 
NC s°(no, S') x NC A(nl) × NC A(n2) × ' " .  
Proof. Given [n, a], we use a sequence of steps to write the product decomposition. 
The first step is to consider what is happening inside of each block of a, which imme- 
diately reduces us to the case where a is the top element i in NCA(n) or NcBD(n,S) 
for some n,S. I f  a = 1 in NCA(n), we may appeal to the fact that this decomposition 
is known for intervals in NCA(n). So we may assume a = 1 in NcBD(n,S). 
For the next step, assume a is 1 in NcBD(n,S) and apply the complementation map 
defined on all of NCB(n), which sends the interval [n, 1]NCBO(n,S) to a subposet P
of the interval [6, c¢(n)]Ncs(n ). Now this subposet P will decompose into a product of 
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posets P' xNCA(nl)×NC'4(n2)×. • ., where P' reflects the restriction of [I),~t(Tr)] to 
the zero block B0 of 0t(n), and hence is a subposet of NC~(#B0). Therefore, it only 
remains to show that P' -~ NCB°(no, S ') for some S', but this follows easily from 
applying the complementation map on NCB(#B0) one more time to the subposet P'. 
It is not hard to check that the resulting subposet of NCB(#B0) is isomorphic to some 
NcBD(#Bo, S'). [] 
6. Remarks and open questions 
In this section, we discuss some remarks and open questions raised by the previous 
results. 
Remark 1. There is another approach to computing the zeta polynomial Z(NCS(n), m) 
by consideration of the incidence algebra of NCB(n). In this approach one proves the 
type B analogue of a recent result of Nica and Speicher [20], describing an isomorphism 
between a certain group inside the multiplicative functions in the incidence algebra of 
NCS(n) and a certain group of formal power series under multiplication. Since the zeta 
polynomials were already computed bijectively in Section 3, and since almost all of 
the proofs of the relevant facts are exactly analogous to those [20], we give only a 
bare outline of this approach ere. 
First recall the notion of an incidence algebra (see [7] for more details). Let Int(NC 8) 
denote the set of intervals 
{[x,y]: x<~y in NCS(n) for some n}. 
The incidence algebra I(NC s) with coefficients in a commutative ring R is the algebra 
of all functions f : Int(NC B) ~ R endowed with pointwise addition and multiplication 
by convolution 
( f  .g)([x,y])= Y~ f([x,z])g([z,y]). 
zE[x,y] 
A special case of Proposition 15 (cf. [20, Section 1.4]) asserts that any interval [x, y] 
in NCS(n) is canonically isomorphic to a product 
NCB(n0) x NCA(nl ) x NCA(n2) x . . -  
for some integers no, n], n2 . . . .  With this fact in mind, define the subalgebra Imu]t(NC B) 
of I(NC B) to be the subset of functions f whose value on any interval [Tr, tr] is 
multiplicative, i.e. 
k 
f([rc, a]) = f(NCB(n0)) I I  f(NCA(ni)) •
i=1 
Clearly, any such function f is completely determined by the list of values f(NCA(n)), 
f(NCS(n)) for n = 1,2 . . . . .  Then Imult(NC B) forms a subalgebra of I(NC B), which is in 
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fact, commutative (cf. [20, Proposition 1.4.2]), as a consequence of the self-duality map 
from Proposition 3 and its type A analogue from [27]. We further estrict our attention 
to the subset I°ult(NCB ) C Imult(NC B) consisting of those f with f(NCA(1 ) )= 1. Note 
that this subset forms an abelian group under multiplication. 
Let S=R[[x,u]]/(u 2) denote the ring of commutative formal power series in x 
with coefficients in the ring R[u]/(u2). Given f in I°ult(NCB), define an element 
q~f in S by 
~of(x) = ~ (f(NCA(n))xn+ f(NCO(n))xnu). 
n=l  
Since f(NCA(1))= 1, this is a formal power series without constant term whose co- 
efficient of x is 1, and hence it has a unique compositional inverse ~bf(x) satisfying 
CACAx)) =x, ~,ACAx)) = x. 
It is then straightforward to prove the analogues of [20, Lemma 2.2, Proposition 2.3], 
and deduce analogously the following theorem. 
Theorem 16 (Nica and Speicher [20, Theorem 1.6]). The map ~:  o s ImUult(NC ) ---o S 
defined by ~( f )= (1/x)~kf(x) is a group isomorphism onto the multiplicative group 
of formal power series in S having constant coefficient 1. 
One can then apply this result to simultaneously compute the zeta polynomials of 
NCA(n),NCB(n) as follows. Recall that for a poser P with bottom and top element, 
Z(P,m) = (m(p)  where ( is the element of the incidence algebra I(P) defined by 
1 if x<~y, 
((x, y) = 0 otherwise. 
Clearly ( is in 0 B Im°ult(NC ), and one computes that 
o~ x(1 + u) 
~dx)= ~ (x" + X"U)-- 
n=l 1 -x  
X 
~b¢(x)= 1+ x + u' 
1 
w ,  i f ( ( ) -  l+x+u 
( l y  
..~(~m)= l+x+u ' 
( l y  
~b~(x)=x l+x+u " 
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Therefore, the compositional inverse y = ~b~,(x) of $(,(x) will satisfy 
x(1 +y+u)m=y.  
Using the Laarange inversion formula (see, e.g., [6]) to extract he coefficient of 
x" +xnu in ~b¢,(x) then yields the known formulas 
Z(NCA(n),m)=I ( mn ) 
n n -1  ' 
Z(NCB(n),m)=(7 ). 
Remark 2. One might ask whether there is a natural definition of non-crossing partition 
lattices for reflection groups other than the classical infinite families A-D. That is, 
given a finite reflection group W whose arrangement of reflecting hyperplanes has 
intersection lattice//w, is there some naturally defined and enumeratively well-behaved 
rank-symmetric subposet? 
Since there are no other infinite families, there is only a finite list of exceptional 
reflection groups E6,ET,Es,F4,H3,H4,I2(m) in which to search. We are not hopeful 
about such a search, because the nature of 'non-crossing' seems closely related to the 
pictorial representation f numbers [n] or [ in],  which strongly suggests the classical 
reflection groups. 
On the other hand, recent work of Postnikov [21] suggests a remarkable connection 
between on-crossing and non-nesting partitions which he defines for all Weyl groups. 
A set partition ~ of { 1,2 . . . . .  n} is called non-nesting if there do not exist four values 
i < j < k < l with i, l together in the same block of ~ and j, k together in a different 
block of ~. Interestingly, not only are the non-nesting partitions counted by the Catalan 
numbers like the non-crossing partitions, but their distribution according to number of 
blocks is also the same! An advantage to these non-nesting partitions is that Postnikov 
was able to redefine them in terms of the root system for type A in a way that elegantly 
generalizes to all Weyl groups. Let ~+_~ denote the following choice of positive roots 
for the root system of type An-l: 
~X+_, = {ei -- ej}l<<.i<j<<.n 
(see [16] for more on root systems). Define the root order on ~+_, by 0~-~<root]~ if 
/~-  ~ is a linear combination of positive roots with non-negative coefficients. Then 
non-nesting partitions zc of {1,2 . . . . .  n} are in bijection with antichains (i.e. sets of 
mutually incomparable elements) in the root order on ~+_t as follows: To each edge 
{i,j} in the circular diagram for n associate the root e i -  ej. The conventions for edges 
in circular diagrams along with the definition of non-nesting immediately show that 
this is a bijection. Postnikov then defines a non-nesting partition for an arbitrary Weyl 
group W to be an antichain in the root order on the positive roots 4 +. For W of types 
A,B,C,D he can prove that these objects are in bijection with yet another geometric 
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object: the regions which lie inside the fundamental chamber in the affine hyperplane 
arrangement defined by the equations 
ri(x ) = - 1, 
ri(x ) = O, 
ri(x) : +l, 
where here ri(x) runs through all linear functionals given by taking inner product with 
a positive root. The number of such regions has been computed for types A,B, C,D 
by Athanasiadis [1], and agrees with the following formula (which is consistent with 
a special case of Conjecture 3.3 in [9]): 
d 
] - [e i+h+ l 
Catalan(W) :=at  ~+] -  
i=l  
where {el ..... ed} are the exponents for W and h is the Coxeter number for W. From 
the known exponents and Coxeter numbers of types A,B(= C),D, one can easily check 
that in these cases, the number Catalan(W) of Posmikov's non-nesting partitions agrees 
with the number of our non-crossing partitions. We have no good explanation for this 
coincidence, but we feel it justifies the notation of 'Catalan(W)'. 
Remark 3. Comparing the cardinality #NCB(n) = (2~) with the Catalan number 
2n #NC A (n) = (1/(n + 1 )) ( n )' one notes that both count lattice paths from (0, 0) to (n, n) 
taking unit steps north or east, the former counting all such lattice paths and the latter 
counting paths which stay in the region x/> y. Note also the similarity between the 
identities 
1 (2n)=~l  (k )  ( n _ ) 
n+l  n n k+l  
expressing the decompositions of NCS(n), NCa(n) into their rank sizes. The next 
proposition gives a bijection unifying these observations. 
Proposition 17. There is a bijection between lattice paths from (0,0) to (n,n) and 
NCS(n) which takes the number of "elbows' (=steps north followed immediately by 
a step east) to the number of blocks. 
This bijection restricts to a bijection between the subset of lattice paths staying in 
n 2 the region y<<.x and NCA(n). The number of lattice paths with k elbows is (k), and 
the number of lattice paths with k elbows staying in the region y <<.x is the Narayana 
number (1/n)(~)(k+l) (of. [5, Section 2]). 
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Proof. A lattice path from (0, 0) to (n, n) is completely determined by the set of (x, y)- 
coordinates of the elbows in the path. Let R be the set of y-coordinates, and L the 
set of x-coordinates shifted up by 1. This defines a pair of subsets (L,R) C [n] with 
#L=#R. The bijection in Proposition 6 then produces an element rc in NCB(n). One 
can check that 7r will lie in the interval isomorphic to NCa(n) below the partition 
{+1, +2 .. . . .  +n}{-1 , -2  . . . . .  -n} if and only if the lattice path never leaves the region 
y ~<x. The fact that the number of such lattice paths with k elbows is the Narayana 
number is well-known (see e.g. [5, Section 2]). [] 
The preceding comparison supports the notion introduced in Remark 2 that the num- 
bers (zff) are type B analogues of the Catalan numbers. We mention here a seemingly 
unrelated context which suggests this same interpretation. 
Given permutation w in the symmetric group S, (the Weyl group An-l), a reduced 
word for w is a sequence (il,i2 ... . .  il) such that w may be decomposed as the sequence 
of adjacent transpositions 
W ~ SilSi2 • • • Sit , 
where si = (i i-4- 1 ), and the length l is minimal among all such decompositions. Sim- 
ilarly, given a signed permutation w in the hyperoctahedral group Bn acting as per- 
mutations and sign changes in R n, a reduced word is similarly defined except that 
there is an extra generator so corresponding to a sign change in the first coordinate. 
Say that w is 212-avoiding if there is no reduced word for w having a consecutive 
subsequence of the form (i + 1,i,i + 1) for i=O, 1,2 .. . . .  n - 1. It is known [11,28] 
that there are (2~) 212-avoiding elements of B,, and (1/(n + 1))(2~) of these lie 
in S,. 
These elements have a number of algebraic interpretations, which we now explain. 
The 212-avoiding elements of B~, are in natural bijection with content-labelled shifted 
skew shapes having labels at most n -  1, where a content-labelled shifted skew shape 
is a skew shape in the shifted plane (see e.g. [23]), whose cells are labelled by their 
content, i.e. the distance to the diagonal (so cells on the diagonal have content 0). 
Under this correspondence, the subset of shifted skew shapes having no 0 labels, i.e. 
the ordinary (unshifted) skew shapes, correspond to the subset of 212-avoiding elements 
of S~. Furthermore, the 212-avoiding elements of Sn (usually called 321-avoiding per- 
mutations) are the ones for which the Schubert polynomial (bw equals a flagged skew. 
Schur function corresponding to their associated (unshifted) skew shape [3, Section 2], 
and similarly the 212-avoiding elements of B~ are the ones for which the type B 
Schubert polynomial qJw equals a flagged skew Schur function corresponding to their 
associated shifted skew shape [12, Theorem 8.2]. These 212-avoiding elements also 
appear in the work of Fan [11] on a certain quotient of the Hecke algebra for types A 
and B, and in the work of Fomin and Viennot [13] on nil-Temperly-Lieb algebras for 
types A and B. All of these situations however are closely related to the connection 
with reduced words. 
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It would be nice to have a bijection like the one in Proposition 17 connecting lat- 
tice paths or non-crossing partitions to content-labelled shifted skew shapes, sending 
the number of elbows in the lattice path or the number of blocks in the partition 
to some simple statistic on the skew shapes. In fact, there is such a bijection for 
type A, mapping content-labelled (unshifted) skew shapes to lattice paths in the re- 
gion y<<.x. Namely, given a content-labelled skew shape, map it to the lattice path 
having an elbow at coordinates (x, y) for each row of the skew shape, where x, y are 
the largest, smallest labels in that row, respectively. This sends number of elbows to 
number of rows, but we do not know of any simple extension of this bijection to 
type B. 
Remark 4. Various natural statistics on set partitions have been shown to give the 
same q-Stirlin# distribution on the set of elements of a given rank in HA(n) (see 
e.g. [30,29] and the references contained therein). Simion [25] (and later White [30]) 
have shown that some of these statistics preserve their equidistribution when restricted 
to NCA(n), and also refine the rank-symmetry of NC-~(n). It would be interesting to 
investigate whether there is a similar canonical q-Stifling distribution on the ranks of 
IIB(n). Specifically, one would know whether there are families of statistics which are 
not only equidistributed on the ranks of//B(n), but also retain their equidistribution 
when restricted to NCB(n) and refine its rank-symmetry. 
Remark 5. Simion and Stanton [26] define a sequence of orthogonal polynomials 
vastly generalizing the classical Laguerre polynomials, which are octabasic, i.e. they 
involve eight extra variables. The nth moment/an for the measure which makes these 
polynomials orthogonal is the generating function for the symmetric group Sn accord- 
ing to eight statistics. By specializing some of the variables, these moments #n turn 
into generating functions for the set partitions HA(n) according to certain statistics, and 
by specializing further, #n turns into the generating function for the non-crossing set 
partitions NC~(n) according to certain statistics. 
It would be interesting to extend this to type B. More precisely, is there a sequence of 
orthogonal polynomials generalizing the Laguerre polynomials, having extra parameters, 
whose nth moment #n is the generating function for the hyperoctahedral group Bn 
according to some natural statistics? Can these moments be specialized to become 
a generating function for IIS(n), and further specialized to a generating function for 
NCB(n)? 
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